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Inheritance of Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation in Two Peanut Crosses'
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ABSTRACT

Symbiotic nitrogen ixation in peanut (Arachts hupogaea L.)
may be improved by genetically manipulating the host
plant. This
requires an understanding of the inheritance of the traits
involved
in nitrogen fixation. The objectives ofthis study were to determine
the inheritance ofseveral N fixation-related traits for two peanut
crosses based on Mather and Jink's fixation-related traits for two
peanut crosses based on Mather and Jink's additive-dominan.e
model, and todetermine ifepistasis was important in theinheritance
,'these traits. Ageneration means analysis usingparents, reciprocal

Fls and Fts, and two back-cross gen',rations was conducted for both
crosses. Plants of different generations were grown in modified
Leorard jars in the greenhouse for about 60 days at which time
nodule number and dry weight, shoot dry weight,
nitrogenase
activity, and specific activitywere measured. Means of the traits for
the generations from both crosses (Robut 33-1 x NC 4 and Robu
33-1 x Argentine) showed significant differences. Reciprocal
differences were found for most traits measured in the cross of
Robut 33-1 xArgentine, a cross ofvirginia xspanish botanical types.
Lack of fit of the additive-dominance model indicated significant
epistasis for inheritance of nodule number, nodule weight, top dry
weight, and nitrogenase activity in both crioses. Three types of
digenic interactions (additive x additive, additive x dominiance and
dominance xdominance) were found. The presence of n9nadditive
genetic effects suggests that early generation selection
would be

ineffective.
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The peanut (Arachis hypogaea L.) shares with other legu
minous plants the abilityto fix atmospheric nitrogen through
a symbiotic relationship with certain soil-bore bacteria (1).
In peanut, bacteria ofthe genus Bradyrhizobium enter the
roots where nodules form and nitrogen fixation occurs.
There is evidence in pean its that nitrogen fixation may
reduce or eliminate the
o to subseqent nitroen
fer
li
m ina
aresponse t
total
gubsepent
fertilization by meeting a large portion of the plant's total
nitrogen requirement (17).
Three important factors influencing symbiotic nitrogen
fixation are the host plant, bacterial strain, and environment.
Of these factors, the host genotype may be the easiest to
alter (5,16). Burton (3) found ,ariability in nitrogen accumu

lation among greenhouse-grown peanut cultivars with sym
biotic nitrogen fixation as the only nitrogen source. Other
authors have
variation for traits related to N
reported
2
fixation among cultivars, both in greenhouse and field stud
ies (2,7,12,19,20).
Imp roving the nitrogen-fixing ability of peanut through
breeding requires (a) sufficient genetic variation, (b) an
understanding ofgenetic control ofthe traits, (c) techniques
for measuring the traits, and (d) a breeding strategy to
effectively use the variation (21). Ifthe ability to form a more
efficient symbiotic relationship for nitrogen fixation is con
trolled by genes with additive or additive types of epistatic
effects,
ten
nut could
plant
be conventional
used to increase
breedingnitrogen
methodsfixation.
for pea
biological
This study was conducted to gain a clearer understanding
of the genetics of nitrogen fixation in peanut. The specific
objectives were to (a) determine the inheritance ofseveral
N2 fxto
fixation related
traits
for two peanut crosses
eae
using
risfrtopau
rse
sn
Bradyrhizobium strain NC92 and (b) determine if digenic
epistatic interactions were important in the inheritance of
these traits.
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Materials and Methods

dominance model was inadequate (did not fit the data), a six-parameter
The inheritance of nitrogen fixation-related traits was examined in the
model, including the three possible digenic interactions, was tested.
cross of Robot 33-1 x NC 4 (Cross 1) and Robut 33-1 x Argentine (Cross
Expectations of the generation means are as follows:
2). These parents exhibit a wide range ofexpression ofnitrogen-fixing traits
P, = m + a + aa
(Table 1) and also represent diversity in origin and botanical type. NC 4 is
P, = m - a + aa
a large-seeded virginiabotanical type, Robut 33-1 is asmall-seeded virginia
P = m + d + dd
botanical type, and Argentine is a small-seeded spanish botanical type. In
F, = m + 1/2d + 1/4dd
addition,aspecificitybetween peanut lost Robut33-1 and Bradyrhizobium
BCa = m + 1/2a + 1/2d + 1/4aa + 1/4ad + 1/4dd
st, ain NC92 has been reported to result in significant yield increases (11).
--Cb = m - 1/2a + 1/2d + 1/4aa - 1/4ad + 1/4dd.
Crosses and self-pollinations were made in the greenhouse from 1983
1985 to generate reciprocal Fs, reciprocal F s and backcrosses of the
As pointed out by Mat. randJinks (14), six parameters are used in these
reciprocal Fs. (For Cross 1: P, = Robut 33-1, P = NC 4, F, = Robot 33expressions and oply six means are available to estimate them. This allows
I x NC 4, F ' = NC 4 x lobut 33-1, F, = F, selfed, F,' = F,' selfed, BCa =
perfect fit estimates of the six parameters to be determined.
F, x Robut 33-1 and BCb = F, x NC 4. For Cross 2: P = Robot 33-1, P =
m = 1/2P, + 1/2P, + 4F, - 2BCa
2
Argentine, F1 = Robut 33-1 x Argentine, F,' = Argentine x Robut 33-1, F
a = 1/21P' - 1/2P
2
= F, selfed, F 2' = F,' selfed, BCa = F, x Robut 33-1 and BCb= F x
d=
+
-1
/
Argentine.)
= 6BCa
__d
+ 6BCb
-F,- I 1I/2P,- I 1/2P2
Eight populations, including the parents of each cross, were grown in
aa = 2BCa + 2Bb - 4F,
the greenhouse in the fall of 1985 using o randomized complete block
ad = 2BCa - P - 2BCb + P,
design with three replications. Each replication consisted of five plants
dd = P + P, + 2F, + 4F, - 4BCa - 4BCI
each of the PP P2, F,, F1 ' generations, and 10 plants each ofthe F, F,', BCa,
and BCb generations.
Next, a five-parameter model was used for each cross to provide one
Brady.rhizobiurn strain NC92 was used to inoculate each plot which
degree of freedom so goodness of fit of the model could be tested. An
consisted of a single plant in a modified Leonard jar assembly (20) with a
added benefit of using a five-parameter model is that the remaining
medium of sand and vermiculite (1:1, v/v). Each reservoir was filled with
parameters are estimated with ;Mproved precision. In Cross 1, the [dd]
700 rnL of Bond's stock salt (4) and 0.1 ppm Zn, 0.04 ppm Mo and 0.001
component was deleted, while for Cross 2 the [ad] component was omitted
ppm Co. Each plot was inomulated with 10 mL of Bradyrhizobinm in YEM
because their values in the respective crosses were not different from zero
liquid broth (15) at a cell density of 10' cfiu/m L. Water was applied to the
for most traits.
plants as needed during growth. Eight weeks (Cross 1) and 9 weeks (Cross
2) -afterplanting, plots were sampled and the followin.g traits measured:
nodule number, nodule weight, plant top dry weight, and nitrogenase
Differences among generation means in Cross 1 were
activity. Nitroge., fixation abilitywvas measure(d by the acetylene reduction
statistically significant forall traits exceptspeific nitrogenase
assay as described by Hardy et al1.(9) and lsleb et al. (12). Specificspcfcnrgn
e

Results and Discussion

nitrogenase activity was calculated by dividing nitrogenase activity by

nodule weight.

Trait means for each generation (P P2. F,,F,',F , F ', BCa, and BCb)
were used to estimate the model parameters. For each cross, trait means
for the eight generations expressed on a per-plant basis were analyzed
using a general linear model procedure (10). A Waller-Duncan K-ratio T
test was used for each trait to determine whether significant differences

existed betweeni the means of the various generations. Contrasts were

made for the two reciprocal crosses to detennine if reciprocal effects were
significant. Where reciprocals were different, they were deleted from the
anilysis in order to have the same cytoplasm in
all generations being
considered. Otherwise, reciprocal F,s and F~s were pooled providing six
generation means for analysis. A separate analysis of variance was made
using the six pop'lations to determine whether there were differences

among them for tl,e traits measured.
The generation means analysis of Mather and Jins (14) was used for
each trait measured. Gamble's (8) notation was used
in defining the
parameters of the models, where
m = midparent value,
a = pooled additive effects,

d mpooled dominance effects ,
ad = pooled additive xdominance effects, and
dd= pooled dominance xdominance effects.
First, a three-parameter mo,'.el using ma, and d was tested. Natural log
and square root transformations were made to test whether either
iransformation would allow the three-parameter model to fit the data. The

thret parameters (m,a, and d) were estimated by a weighted least
square
method described by Rowe and Alexander (18). The six means were
weighted bythe reciprocal ofthe correspondingvariance. Cavalli's (6)joint
scaling test was used to test goodness of fit of the additive-dominance

model. Also, indidual scaling tests as described by Mather (13) were
calculated for comparison with the joint scaling test results.
The three
irdividual scaling tests are:
A

=2BCa-P,-F,

B =2BCb-P,-F,
=4F,-2F, -P, - P,

C

where A. B, and C should be statistically not different from 7ero if the

additive-dominance model adequately aescribes the means of the
generations,
Epistasis was ignored inthe three-parameter model. Where theadditive-

activity. In Crss 2, significant differences existed among
generations for nodule number, nodule weight, and top dry
weight. No generation mean differences were seen for
iitrogenase and specific nitrogenase activity in populations

from this cross.

Contrasts between reciprocal crosses showed no significant

differences for either reciprocal F~s or Fos for any traits for
Cross 1. However, for Cross 2, significant reciprocal
differences were found between the reciprocal Fs for nodule
number, nodule weight, and top dry weight. Reciprocal F s,

however, were not significantly different from each other.
For the generation means analysis, means for reciprocal
populations that were ,,at different were pooled. Means
from
PonsPnt
the cross with

cytoplasm in all generations

were used for traits with significantly different reciprocal
cross means.

Cross 1
In Cross 1, the mean for nodule number and nodule
weight of parent NC 4 was higher than that of Robut 33-1
(Table 1). The means ofthe F, hybrids were greater than ti e
midparent for both of these traits, and the F mean for

nodule weight exceeded the mean of the better parent. The
F, and BCa'generation means for nodule number and
nodule weight were lower than the means ofthe parents and
F, generation. The BCb generation mean was higher than

the means of the two parental populations. These results

suggest tht significant epistatic interactions are involved in

the inheritance of these two traits.
The cultivar NC 4 produced more top dry matter than
Robut 33-1 (Table 1). The F, mean for top dry weight was
about equal to that of the high parent. The F, and BCa means
for this trait were significantly lower than both parents.
Again, the BCb population mean was higher than any other
population, indicating an epistatic interaction governing
trait expression.

Means ofthe parents for nitrogenase activity
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Table 1. Generation means and variances for nitrogen fixationrelated traits in A. hypogaea for the crosses Rabut 33-1 x NC
4 (Cro. 1) and hobut 33-1 x Argentine (Cross 2).
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Table 2. Genetic parameter estimates for two populations' using
the joint-scaling test and individual scaling tests based on a
three-parameter model.
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17.61 0.49
15.89 0.93

57.96 9.03
57.28 12.00

11.8
13.5

0.2
0.2

C

it 0.05
-Significant

showed that NC 4 reduced more acetylene than Robut 33
1. The F, mean for nitrogenase activity exceeded the high
parent, whiie the F, population mean was significantly less
than the mean of the low parent. The BCa population mean
for nitrogenase activity also was low, while the BCb mean
exceeded the midparent value. Here again epistasis was
indicated. No significant differences for specific nitrogenase
activity between generations were found in this study.
Arrendell et al. (2) also found little variation for this trait.
Generation Means Analysis
Mather and Jinks' (14) three-parameter model assumes
that the genes involved are independent of each other (or
epistasis is negligible), i.e., exhibit simple autosomal
inheritance. The three-parameter model provides a
formulation of the mean phenotypes of the six generations in

[a] = the stun over loci of all a's which
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Based on the joint scaling tests, significant epistatic
interactions were found to affect nodule number, nodule

-
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Table 3. Genetic parameter estimates for two populations' for N0

fixation traits based on the six-parameter model.

Goeeticparaier

Nodule nu...er

h
Moduleare
o
g/plant

,,

1 ne'sure the

departure of each homozygote from the midparent, in, and
[d] = the sum over loci of all d's which measure the
departure of'the heterozygote from the midparent, n (13).
Results of the joint scaling tests and the individual scaling
tests, as well as parameter estimates for Cross 1, based on the
additive-dominance model for the five dinitrogen fixation
traits indicated that the additive dominance model was not
adequate for any trait which had significant generation mean
differences (Table 2). For the four traits, two or more
individual scaling tests were different from zero. confirming
the joint scaling test results in indicating important epistasis
in the inheritance of nodule number, nodule weight, top dry
weight, and nitrogenase activity in Cross 1. Data
transformations were made to adjust the scale to determine
if this would help fit the data to the model. Both natural log
and square root transformations failed to improve the fit of
the additive dominance model,

0.04

0.2

3

0.49

to test the goodness of fit (X2 statistic) of the model are jiow
being used to estimate the three interaction parameter.. No
goodness of fit test is possible, but the interaction model
allows identification of the type or types of interaction
responsible for departure from the 'a ditive-dominance
model predictions.
Rc-ults of the six-parameter model for Cross 1 indicate
significant epistatic effects for all traits (Table3). In addition,
dominance effects wee significant and positive for top dry
eight. The [ad] component was significant but negative for
nodule number, nodule weight, and top dry weight. For
nodule weight, top dry weight, and nitrogenase activity th.
[aa] interaction component was significant and positive.

terms of the midparent, m, which depends on the genera!
conditions of the observations, the additive component [a]
and the dominance component [d], where:
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0.05 and 0.01 ,le..

re1spetivly.

Matherand Jinks suggested fittinga five-parameter model
by omitting one of the interaction terms to allow testing the
goodness of fit of the five-parameter model by the means of
a X with one degree of freedom. For Cross 1 the [dd]

component was not significant, so it was deleted. The X2
values indicated that the revised model gives a very good fit

weight, top dry weight, and nitrogenase activity on the

for all traits (Table 4). With this mode dominance effects

populations derived from the cross of Robut 33-1 x NC 4
(Table 2).
Using a six-parameter model and the six means to estimate

were significant and positive for the four traits. For nodule
number, nodule weight, and top dry weight, both [aal and
[ad] digenic interaction components were significant. The

these parameters resulted in a perfect fit estimation.
However, as Mather and Jinks (14) pointed out, the three
degrees of freedom used in the additive-doninance model

[aa] component was positive, while the [ad] was negative for
these traits. For nitrogenase activity, [aa] was the important
epistatic component.

-A
2

INHERITANCE OF

Cross 2
In the populations derived from crossing Robut 33-1 and
Argentine (Cross 2), trait means also indicated epistasis
(Table 1). For nodule number, Argentine had a higher
mean, but for nodule weight Robut 33-1 was higher. The F
and two BC populations' means were greater than the
midparent for both nodule number and weight. For nodule
number, the F population had the l.vest mean while for
nodule weight tAhe Fpopulation mean was between the two
parents.
Table 4. Genetic parameter estimates for two peanut populations'
for N, fixation traits based on five-parameter models.
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type. Since cultivated peanut is an allotetraploid, epistatic
interactions arc understandable.
Other researchers have repmrted that differences in
nodulation and N, fixation were heritable and influenced
mainly by additive-gene effects (22). This research showed
contrasting findings. Epistatic effects generally were found
to be more importaiit than additive effects for most traits in
the two crosses between a virginia x virginia botanical t)pe
and virginia x spanish botanical type. With improving N,
fixation as a goal, plant breeders need to understand the
inheritance of the traits affecting fixation so an appreoriate
breeding strategy can be formulated. These results suggest
that early generatioun selection forimproved nitrogen fixation
would be ineffective.

.ctjLyty
Nitragenai
pM C2 41/pl./hr
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